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Credit systems, credit expansion and bubbles

• Deregulation of financial systems in the 1970s and 1980s
  – Deregulation of domestic and international financial systems
  – Increased importance of non-bank financial institutions
  – Breakdown of the segmented financial system (end of the Glass-Steagall-Act from the 1930s)
  – Shadow banking system and its financing
  – Increase of derivatives markets
  – Procyclical regulations
    • Bank based risk models (Basel II)
    • Fair Value Accounting
• A super bubble developed
• Key problem: central bank has no control over the credit expansion it finances
There is a good theoretical understanding of credit-driven bubbles.

- Credit expansions and bubbles
  for example Irving Fisher and Hyman Minsky

- Asset price deflations, financial market distortions and deflation
  - Fisher-Minsky distorted financial systems and deflation
  - Keynes wage deflation
Main features of the neoliberal credit expansion model

Credit creation out of nothing

Funds for firms and households

Private wealth owners

Hedge funds, private equity funds, etc.

Proprietary trading

Securitization (sell loans)

Central bank

Commercial banks

Speculative activities, credit expansion, bubbles
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¹ Averages for non-financial business and private households & NGOs only refer to data from 1987-91. ² Averages for non-financial business and private households & NGOs only refer to data from 1991-93. ³ Data on indebtedness for the years 1991-2008 refers to the fourth quarter of each year, for 2009 to the third quarter.

Stock market bubbles
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Basic structures of a reformed financial system

• Main point: Control over credit creation by commercial banks financed by the central bank
  – No credit relations between commercial banks and non-bank financial institutions
  – No proprietary trading by commercial banks
  – Commercial banks are not allowed to own non-bank financial institutions
  – Banks have to keep bigger part of their granted loans in their own books
  – Central bank control of credit allocation
    • Real estate financing a special segment of financial markets
    • Control of consumption credits
    • Different equity holdings for different types of credits

• Additional points
  – Higher equity holding of commercial banks
  – Control of all financial institutions
  – Control of rating agencies
  – Derivatives
    • Standardization and approval by supervising authorities
    • Only organized markets

• Give central banks more instruments
  – Not only the interest rate
  – Influence credit allocation
  – Control of international capital flows
Main Features of a reformed financial system

- Funds to firms and households
- Central bank
- Commercial banks
- Limited securitisation
- Private wealth owners
- Hedge fonds, private equity fonds, etc.

Speculative activities
A more radical version of financial system

• Direct credit quantity control of credits by central banks
  – Central banks control directly the loans granted by commercial banks
    • Credit ceilings
    • Widow guidance
  – Central banks controls the credit allocation by changing reserve requirements, etc.

• Deposits and lending rates are fixed by central bank
Actual reform options

• Obama and EU plans
  – reduce proprietary trading
  – no ownership of non-bank financial institutions by commercial banks
• But: Credit relationship between commercial banks and non-bank financial institutions are not restricted
• Higher equity holding by commercial banks is positive but not sufficient (Basel III, Group of Governors and Heads of Supervision)
• Shadow banking system ins not sufficiently controlled
• Derivatives: no standardization and approval by supervising authorities
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